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Hello. For the Summer 2022 newsletter, the NCSP Management
Team has chosen to highlight U.S. university nuclear engineering
programs with a focus on those with NCS courses or certificates and
those that have collaborations in place with DOE sites for NCS
pipelines. I would like to thank everyone who participated in gathering
and preparing this information, and I would also like to thank everyone
who participates in these programs, particularly the students who
chose to explore this career, the professors and university staff who
support them, and the NCS professionals and management at the
DOE sites who collaborate with these universities to foster the next
generation of NCS professionals.
The NCSP has an activity-intense filled summer with conferences,
meetings, the Accident Dosimetry Exercise, and many experiments,
including the high multiplication neutron subcritical measurements, the
low temperature TEX surrogate experiments, the fission neutron
spectrum shape measurements, and the Pu-240 prompt fission
neutron spectrum measurements. The high priority NCSP tasks for
FY22 are on our NCSP Make It Happen List below. Wishing everyone
a safe and prosperous summer.
– Angela Chambers, NNSA
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FY22 NCSP Make It Happen List
1. Production and delivery of hafnium to NCERC in support of TEX

-Hf (IER 532) – NNL

2. Conduct nuclear accident dosimetry exercise (IER 538) – LLNL
3. Complete TEX low temperature DU surrogate testing (IER 547)

– LLNL – in Nevada

4. Submit TEX HEU benchmark report to the International Criticality Safety Benchmark Experiment Program (IER 297)
LLNL – 4A approved, comments on draft report received and being incorporated
5. Complete critical experiments with UO 2 Rods and molybdenum foils (IER 305) – SNL
6. Complete measurements for the Flattop benchmark (IER 423)
7. Complete fabrication of lithium for critical experiment (IER 499)

– LANL
– Y-12 – design change

8. Complete high multiplication neutron subcritical measurements (IER 518)

– LLNL

9. Measure the fission neutron spectrum shape using threshold activation detectors (IER 153 ) – LANL
10.Promote use of MCNP Version 6.3 at DOE sites – LANL
11. Complete prompt fission neutron spectrum (PFNS) measurement of Plutonium -240 at LANSCE – LANL
12.Complete Zr -91 measurements at GELINA – ORNL
13.Complete site acceptance tests for accelerator section #1 at RPI – NNL
14.Complete GELINA neutron production target

– Y-12 – Received at GELINA

15.Complete Sandia CSO/Manager course pilot course – SNL
16.Complete revision to CEDT Manual – NCSP Management Team

Please contact Marsha Henley
for information or contributions:
henleym@ornl.gov

–

Congratulations Catherine Percher (LLNL) - Chair of the ICSBEP Technical
Review Group
The NCSP Management Team congratulates Catherine on her selection by the NEA for this
opportunity and requested that she provide a few details about the ICSBEP and the direction
she plans to lead it in.
I am honored to serve as the next International Criticality Safety Benchmark
Evaluation Program (ICSBEP) Chair. I certainly never thought, as a young
NCS engineer running benchmark cases for code validation, that I would one
day get the opportunity to contribute my own experimental benchmarks, let
alone guide the future of the project! In the thirty years since it began as an
effort to document and share experimental validation benchmarks among
criticality safety practitioners, the ICSBEP has become a fundamental pillar of
modern criticality safety, allowing us to feel confident in our subcritical
predictions by checking our codes against trusted models of real critical systems. Due to the
sustained efforts of the criticality safety community, the ICSBEP is held as the gold standard
for experimental benchmarks and has come to dominate the nuclear data validation scheme
for most applications, and I feel a keen sense of responsibility to ensure the project’s continued
success.
I plan to continue the excellent work of the previous chair, John Bess, in encouraging
involvement of new evaluators and reviewers in the Technical Review Group and identifying
important experimental campaigns (both new and historical) that could help fill gaps in the
existing benchmark set. One big goal is to vary the meeting location every other year to boost
meeting attendance and showcase experimental facilities. Other initiatives I would like to
spearhead as the chair include revising the format and content guide to better align with
current benchmark expectations, identifying historical benchmarks with known problems, and
creating additional guidance for uncertainty quantification, such as including correlations
between experiments. I also look forward to taking advantage of the current national and
international focus on experimental benchmarking to encourage and assist other application
communities to generate their own benchmarks, which will ultimately result in better nuclear
data for all users.

Request from the ANSI/ANS-8.6 Working Group
Greetings NCS Community,
The working group for ANS 8.6, Safety in Conducting Subcritical Neutron Multiplication
Measurements In Situ, is conducting a poll to assess your need for and utilization of the
standard. Please provide your responses to the following questions to Theresa Cutler;
tcutler@lanl.gov.
1. Does your organization need/require ANS-8.6?
2. If your response to question 1 is yes, please describe the need/requirement and
application of ANS-8.6.
3. Does your organization utilize or plan to apply the practices and criteria outlined in
ANSI/ANS-8.6?
4. Comments/ Other Feedback?
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The ANS-8.6 working group is also soliciting members who have had experience with or are
using the standard. Please express your interest to participate or suggest candidates to any
working group member.

NA-22 and NCSP Collaborate to Maximize NCERC Count Room Capability
Lauren Overbay, Advanced Nuclear Technology (NEN-2), LANL
Gamma counting of radioisotopes produced in samples irradiated on one of the critical
assemblies at the National Critical Experiments Research Center (NCERC) has long been a
part of the overall NCERC capabilities. In particular, the ability to count samples immediately
after irradiation provides access to nuclear data on short-lived isotopes that could not be
measured if samples must be transported to a distant counting facility. This capability exists in
the NCERC Count Room, one of the NCERC Buildings within the Device Assembly Facility
(DAF).
In early NCERC experiments, such as the Comet Zeus experiment, activation and fission foils
were loaded in specially designed sample trays, irradiated, retrieved, and counted in the
NCERC Count Room. When Godiva was taken critical in 2012 and after the first super-prompt
critical burst was performed in 2013, fission foils were loaded in the glory hole during a steadystate run and for multiple sized bursts. After retrieval, the foils were counted in the NCERC
Count Room to establish a correlation between the number of fissions occurring in the foils and
the integrated power level as measured by the neutron detectors and the number of fissions
produced in the fuel during a burst, respectively. Details can be found on those experiments
and others in the Nuclear Science and Engineering Special Issue on the National Criticality
Experiments Research Center.
Over the next few years, the focus of experiments conducted on the NCERC critical
assemblies shifted and the count room was used less often. Equipment use and maintenance
lapsed further following the retirement of the lead gamma spectroscopist, John Bounds, who
maintained the count room.
In 2021, NA-22 provided significant NCERC Infrastructure Upgrade Funding to benefit the
common interests of NA-22 projects and Nuclear Criticality Safety Program (NCSP) projects.
Major improvements to the count room are under way in coordination between the Advanced
Nuclear Technology (NEN-2) and Nuclear and Radiochemistry (C-NR) groups at Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL).
The C-NR group, specifically Todd Bredeweg, Matthew Gooden, and Donnie Cox, have
contributed an abundance of technical knowledge regarding High Purity Germanium (HPGe)
gamma detection systems including procurement insights, strengths and weaknesses of
various detector models, data analysis methods, operation of the sample changer, and general
troubleshooting/maintenance. Two newer members of NEN-2, Robert Weldon and Lauren
Overbay, have worked very closely with the C-NR team to ensure a successful transfer of
knowledge and that the new counting equipment can be independently operated by NEN-2 to
support NCSP projects in the future.
Re-establishing the count room capabilities required the removal of legacy equipment,
procurement and installation of new equipment, relocation of most radioactive sources stored
in the building, and modifications to the building layout. The before and after images below
demonstrate how impactful these clean-out and organizational efforts were in optimizing the
space. In this new configuration, there are dedicated computer workstations for detector
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control and data acquisition and separate computer workstations for other activities. Space is
reserved for two additional Ortec HPGe detectors to be mounted vertically in Kolga graded
shields to improve signal-to-noise for low activity samples; their future location is marked by
the tape outline on the floor.

The image on the left shows the original arrangement of the NCERC Count Room and the image on the right shows the
NCERC Count Room after cleanout and reorganization efforts by NEN-2 and C-NR staff. There are now dedicated spaces for
computer workstations and radiation detectors, including space reserved for detector systems waiting to be delivered.

The NCERC Count Room before (left image) and after (right image) clean out efforts. Radiation sources were previously
stored in individual drums but have since been relocated into fire-resistant cabinets (not pictured) which reduces the overall
foot print, and can relocated to another building to reduce background radiation levels. Unnecessary equipment, old tools, and
pallets of lead bricks have also been removed from the building.

The first major accomplishment was the revival of an automated sample changer that was
acquired in 2013. Although the sample changer was used in early experiments, Safety Basis
requirements limited it’s use to a mode requiring continuous facility and project staffing while in
operation. In March of 2022, those issues were resolved sufficiently that the sample changer
could be used. It was then used to count a series of irradiated samples for an early phase of
the Prompt Fission Neutron Spectrum (PFUNS, IER 153) experiment. It was also used to
count the activation foils for the Godiva Pulse Reproducibility measurements (IER 557).
Currently, the sample changer utilizes a 50% relative efficiency, n-type HPGe detector
attached to an integrated electro-mechanical cooler, both from Ortec. The sample changer
can hold up to 16 separate samples, can be programmed to automatically swap between the
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different samples, and provides flexibility in measurement distances. Essential to the success
of several NCSP projects, this unit provides the ability to run unsupervised overnight
measurements of fission and activation foils, thus allowing for longer measurement times, and
better optimization of time and support personnel.

Todd Bredeweg (C-NR) and Lauren Overbay (NEN-2) work to test the sample changer after disassembly and relocation of the
system in in the NCERC Count Room.

Additional upgrades include the purchase of additional detectors: a 100% and 44% relative
efficiency HPGe detectors, both utilizing the standard Ortec ICS cryocooler, and two 50%
HPGe detectors with upgraded cooling systems that will go into the Kolga shields. The
upgraded cooling systems are Ortec Möbius Recyclers which utilize both a cryocooler and a
25-liter liquid nitrogen Dewar to provide continuous cooling through both planned and
unexpected facility power outages, while also drastically reducing the frequency of liquid
nitrogen refills by compressing and recycling the existing liquid nitrogen supply. An additional
HPGe procured with NCSP funding will be used immediately for PFUNS. The addition of
these new HPGe systems will greatly improve our ability to count samples with short half-lives
and increase the available throughput. New gamma radioactive sealed sources were also
procured to replace the sources that were too weak to be used for calibration.
Also in progress is the procurement and setup of a TLD reading system which will allow direct
measurement of the nominal dose rates at any location where detectors or experiments are
located around the various critical assemblies. The Harshaw TLD Model 6600 Automated
Reader is fully automated, has a 200 TLD card capacity, and is suitable for measuring
exposures to beta, photon, and neutron radiation with consistency and minimal operator
attention. In addition to the TLD Reader system, 200 TLDs were purchased, each containing 2
cards which separately measure dose from gamma radiation in the energy range of 20 keV up
to several MeV, and dose from fission neutrons using either a phantom or Bonner sphere
moderator. Additionally, high range Pocket Ion Chambers (PICs) have been procured and will
be deployed for comparative data against the TLDs and for general inquiries regarding gamma
exposures at specific locations during NCERC operations.
The addition of a contamination hood, like those used in other NCERC buildings, is being
pursued to support the handling of unclad samples or contaminated materials. A new or
refurbished alpha spectroscopy system is one of the next pieces of equipment to tackle. Other
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supplemental items are uninterruptible power supplies, a new sample scale and associated
table, a printer, a scanner.
The NCERC Count Room updates have already benefitted several NCSP priority integral
experiments including PFUNS and Godiva Pulse Reproducibility. Over the next few years, the
new equipment will be used for both NCSP and NA-22 funded projects. Care is being taken to
implement a calibration schedule and to train additional staff on the operation and
maintenance of the new equipment to maintain the capability for many years to come.

UC Berkeley University Pipeline
Shauntay Coleman
The criticality safety divisions at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) and Los
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), in partnership with Dr. Max Fratoni of UC Berkeley, taught
the fourth annual nuclear criticality safety course during the fall 2021 semester at UC Berkeley.
This course is part of a larger pipeline project designed to stimulate student interest in the field
of criticality safety. The class focuses on teaching the fundamentals of criticality safety and
providing students hands-on experience with special nuclear material. Guest lectures are taught
by criticality safety engineers at LLNL and LANL, giving students an opportunity to interact with
members in the industry. The students complete a semester long project involving writing a
criticality safety evaluation and participate in a hands-on experiment at LLNL.
The pipeline course is offered for undergraduate and graduate students with an average of 18
students per class. Students are paired in groups of three to four and are assigned a criticality
safety evaluation topic. LLNL and LANL act as operations personnel and mentor the students
by fielding questions and defining the process inputs needed to perform the operation. Students
learn how to navigate the process of developing a criticality safety evaluation, construct
computational models with radiation transport codes, and familiarize themselves with industry
accepted handbook data. At the end of the semester, each group presents their criticality safety
evaluation and associated criticality safety controls. Some examples of past projects include
additive manufacturing of uranium metal, U-233 experiments with composite shielding, carbon
aerosol capture of uranium metal, plutonium dissolution, plutonium precipitation, and plutonium
oxide storage.

MCNP model of U-233 metal blocks with composite shielding in a stacked configuration confined within an aluminum box.

Two days during the semester, students travel to LLNL’s Inherently Safe Subcritical Assembly
(ISSA) training center. ISSA uses highly enriched uranium research reactor fuel configured in a
water tank to illustrate criticality safety and reactor physics through hands-on experimental
training. Students handle the fuel assemblies under the supervision of qualified criticality safety
engineers. The experiments focus on demonstrating the effects mass, spacing, water height,
and moderation have on neutron multiplication.
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Students participating in the ISSA portion of the class where they handle HEU fuel assemblies.

The pipeline course is a way for criticality safety programs to identify talented students who
have the interest and aptitude to work in criticality safety. LLNL and LANL have both hosted
past students as summer students, participated in students graduate projects, and hired
students as criticality safety engineers. The pipeline gives students a better understanding and
perspective of what criticality safety is as universities tend to focus more on nuclear power.
This has presented a unique opportunity for criticality safety programs to spot young talent with
better retention outcomes.
This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory under Contract DE-AC52-07NA27344 and was funded by the
U.S. Department of Energy Nuclear Criticality Safety Program.

Successes in the LANL NCSP-sponsored University Pipeline for Nuclear
Criticality Safety Professionals
Norann Calhoun
In 2016, the Nuclear Criticality Safety Division (NCSD) at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)
identified a need for an accelerated academic and experience-based program to attract, educate, and
retain a workforce capable of fulfilling LANL’s nuclear criticality safety mission. This program was
developed in part to address rising attrition rates of nuclear criticality safety engineers, but also to
stabilize LANL’s NCSD overall staffing.
To date, the NCSD at LANL has collaborated with 5 universities:
New Mexico State University (2017)
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Idaho State University (2018)
Texas A&M University (2017-Present)
University of California-Berkeley (2018-Present)
University of New Mexico (2020- Present)-NCSP Funding
These collaborations included LANL Nuclear Criticality Safety (NCS) staff assisting professors in
providing courses in NCS, LANL NCS staff acting as subject matter expert guest lecturers, supporting
students with homework and projects, and mentoring students through their graduate student project.
The university pipeline program has been very successful at attracting early career professionals. This
includes introducing more than 80 upper-level students to the field of nuclear criticality safety.
Approximately twenty students have participated in summer internships at LANL with about eight
summer students offered part-time positions within NCS at LANL. Of the summer interns that were
offered full-time positions, four have reached full qualification within the NCSD program at LANL, and
two are still working towards full qualification.
The university pipeline has many benefits, not only within LANL, but throughout the entire DOE
complex. These benefits include reduced training time and costs for facilities within the complex that
recruit criticality safety practitioners. Introducing students to Nuclear Criticality Safety at the university
level raises awareness, allowing students to pursue the discipline at the university level if they are
interested in the career. This helps with retention rates, due to the students being familiar with the type
of job duties they will perform if they pursue a career in criticality safety. Overall, pipeline programs
increase the number of candidates readily available to fill positions within the DOE complex. This
supply helps with the normal increasing demand as well as allowing agility in responding to any
unexpected organizational or mission changes.
In addition to the Pipeline Program at UNM, LANL’s NCSD has developed a master’s thesis topic to
enable two UNM graduate students [Figure 1] to pursue research aligned with nuclear criticality safety
focus areas. In order to successfully model a solution system within MCNP6®, the geometry and
materials in a fissionable material process must be known. If the geometry or materials are not known,
assumptions must be made and their impact on the bias quantified. One of the systems with a
significant amount of bias due to material modeling assumptions is in the area of aqueous plutonium
processing. These are typically plutonium nitrate and plutonium chloride solutions. These solutions are
currently modeled as fictitious plutonium metal-water mixtures.
This research will fill the gap to develop an algorithm for use with MCNP6® to model the density of
plutonium nitrate and plutonium chloride solutions. The method will be validated with experimental data
for density and validated with critical experiments modeled using MCNP6®. The broad objective of this
research is to implement a plutonium nitrate and plutonium chloride density law, and to provide
meaningful tools for which a working density law can be derived.

Figure 1: Tara Robertson, Riley Bulso (UNM Graduate Students Participating in Density Law Research)

The graduate students are being mentored by qualified analysts within the NCSD including Jen
Alwin (LANL), who is serving as the LANL graduate advisor for the students. Dr. Christopher
Perfetti (UNM) is acting as the UNM graduate advisor for the students [Figure2].
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Figure 2: Jen Alwin (LANL), and Dr. Christopher Perfetti (UNM Assistant Professor).

The LANL NCSD looks forward to continuing collaborations with Texas A&M University, the
University of California-Berkley, and the University of New Mexico for years to come.
References
(1) LA-UR-22-21051. University Pipeline (with UNM) for Criticality Safety Professionals. Norann N.
Calhoun, Kaelin Glover, Amanda Bowles-Tomaszewski, Jennifer Alwin, William (Bill) Crooks,
Christopher Perfetti. 2022-02-08.

A Perspective on the NCS University Pipeline Effort
John Miller, Mandy Bowles Tomaszewski
Over the last five years, Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) has been part of an effort with
Y-12 National Security Complex (Y-12) and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) to
develop a nuclear criticality safety (NCS) pipeline with select universities. The pipeline consists
of upper-level undergraduate or masters courses that are used to introduce nuclear
engineering students to the practices of NCS (1). For some of the universities, this class is
new. For other universities, it utilized an existing class or reinvigorated a past class; both
facilitated by a professor with basic knowledge of NCS.
This pipeline has been extremely useful to the Nuclear Criticality Safety Division at LANL. It
has provided early exposure to NCS content and allowed university students to self-sort based
on their affinity for NCS. Also, has proven to provide a steady stream of early career
professionals with a basis in knowledge required for the ANSI/ANS-8.26 qualification. More
than 50% of all LANL Nuclear Criticality Safety Division analysts hired since 2019 had some
exposure to the pipeline effort as students. Many of these courses have resulted in summer
internships and multiple full-time qualified analysts supporting the division.
Additionally, the classes have provided enriching opportunities for both for the student and the
NCS professional. A mentoring/coaching relationship is built during coursework and projects.
That relationship can be carried on between the student and mentor after the course ends and
this, in turn, builds a sense of connection within internal groups/divisions and greater NCS
professional community.
The courses also offer a unique opportunity in professional development for the NCS
professional. This can aid in job satisfaction, retention in their current group, and within
industry. The professional also gains valuable skills that are transferrable in the education and
training of early career professionals or during the training of personnel associated with
operations as required by ANSI/ANS-8.20.
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The NCS pipeline is ripe for expansion. There are almost 20 universities that offer course work
in Nuclear Engineering and of those universities, as many as 10 offer or have offered course
work in NCS. Additionally, those nuclear engineering programs may have ANS student
sections and/or may have seminar courses open to guest lecturers. This offers opportunities
for more education, recruiting, and involvement with students.
COVID-19 has brought about change on how university lectures may be offered. While inperson classes are preferred, the use of virtual platforms has proven to be successful. This
lessens the stress and cost of regular travel for a NCS professional to the university. This also
may open classes to non-degree seeking professionals who are unable to attend university
classes on campus. Those students, for example, may have nuclear engineering project
management background or nuclear facilities experience and are looking for a new career.
Both of which are extremely valuable for a NCS professional in practice.
Finally, there is opportunity for research projects at the graduate and PhD level that benefit the
greater NCS Program. LANL has collaborated with the University of New Mexico (UNM) to
provide research projects and advising to graduate level students. These thesis-based projects
are exploring the use of density law for Pu nitrate and Pu chloride solutions and will develop an
algorithm for use with Monte Carlo N-Particle (MCNP) to model the density of those solutions.
Both projects support operations within the facility and will provide vital references to support
LANL’s mission. The integration of NCS professionals into to graduate level projects allows
NCS to identify and define the project based on industry need.
With significant anticipated attrition rates over the next 2 decades and the time required to
adequately qualify NCS professionals; now is the time to engage the next generation and the
current NCS pipeline has already established itself to be beneficial in early career
development, NCS programs at several DOE sites, and to those NCS professionals that are
mentoring/coaching/teaching within the program.
References
(1) LA-UR-17-24422. Los Alamos National Laboratory Nuclear Criticality Safety Pipeline for
Expedited Qualification of Personnel. Andrew R. Wysong, Mary Beth Lujan, Alicia SalazarCrockett, Travis A. Smith. 2017-06-01

NCSP University Proposal Benefits and a new Pipeline Project at ORNL
Doug Bowen
NCSP University Proposal Benefits
The NCSP has a university proposal call each year to propose novel work to support the
NCSP program based on the baseline program guidance in the NCSP Mission and Vision
Document (https://ncsp.llnl.gov/sites/ncsp/files/2021-04/ncsp_mission_vision.pdf). NCSP task
managers and university faculty work together to develop a proposal for a task of mutual
benefit. Typically, the University proposals are generated based on the costs for supporting a
graduate student’s tuition, fees, and department costs (~$80K per year) for a 2-year duration
for master’s students and 3 or 4 years for a PhD student. The benefits to the NCSP program
are twofold: 1. The NCSP funds a novel project that overlaps with one of the five NCSP
technical program elements, e.g., new SCALE or MCNP code capability, and 2. A student with
an advanced degree is available for employment who may choose to work at an NCSP site
after graduation. ORNL-university collaborations have been successfully completed and many
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of these individuals are now staff in the Nuclear Criticality Safety and Nuclear Data groups.
The following universities have collaborated with ORNL on NCSP projects: the University of
Tennessee at Knoxville, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, and the Georgia Institute of Technology
New Pipeline Project with the Georgia Institute of Technology (GA Tech) and Texas
A&M University (TAMU)
A new pipeline project is currently underway at ORNL in collaboration with GA Tech and
TAMU that focuses on a new university-based nuclear criticality safety certificate program with
the intent to develop a pipeline of nuclear criticality specialists into the Department of Energy
laboratory complex. This program will attract students across the United States but will have a
regional focus on the Southeastern (SE) United States (US). This program will be developed in
two stages: 1. Program development – course material, website, lecture material, and handson laboratory exercises are to be developed for both undergraduate and graduate students for
a “Nuclear Criticality Safety Certificate,” and 2. Students will be recruited to partake in the
“Nuclear Criticality Safety Certificate” program with a focus on the SE US. Universities
including Georgia Institute of Technology, University of Georgia, Clemson University, Claflin
University (HBCU), University of South Carolina, University of South Caroline Aiken, South
Carolina State University (HBCU), Augusta University, Georgia State, Kennesaw State,
Spelman College (HBCU), and Texas A&M University will be included in the recruiting
program. Existing relationships with HBCU universities will be leveraged as part of this
recruiting effort. National level recruiting will include the utilization of established
communication infrastructure of the Nuclear Engineering Department Heads Organization
(NEDHO), the Consortium for Enabling Technologies & Innovation (ETI), and the Consortium
for Monitoring, Technology & Verification (MTV). This project is expected to be executed from
FY22 through FY26. All national laboratories across the DOE complex should benefit from this
program. However, the regional focus will increase benefit to SRNL, ORNL, and Y-12.

Universities with NE programs and NCS certificates/classes
University

NE Program

Air Force Institute
of Technology

https://www.afit.edu/ENP/
programs.cfm?a=view&D=
25
https://nuclear.mines.edu/

Colorado School of
Mines
Georgia Institute of
Technology

Idaho State
University
Kansas State
University
Massachusetts
Institute of
Technology
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https://www.nre.gatech.ed
u/

https://www.isu.edu/ne/
https://engg.kstate.edu/academics/gradu
ate/mne/
http://web.mit.edu/nse/

Possible NCS Courses or
Certificates - Link

NCS POC

NCS POC Email

Adib Samin
https://nuclear.mines.edu/
graduate-programs/
https://www.nremp.gatech
.edu/academics/grad/nre/c
urriculum

Mark Jensen

mjensen@mines.edu

Steven Biegalski,
Nuclear and
Radiological
Engineering and
Medical Physics
Program Chair
Chad Pope

steven.biegalski@me.gate
ch.edu

Steven J. Eckels,
Professor,
Department Head
Anne White,
Professor and
Department Head

eckels@k-state.edu

popechad@isu.edu

magnano@mit.edu

University

NE Program

Missouri University
Science and
Technology
North Carolina
State University

https://nuclear.mst.edu/

Oregon State

https://ne.oregonstate.edu
/
https://www.nuce.psu.edu
/

Pennsylvania State
University
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https://www.ne.ncsu.edu/

Purdue University

https://engineering.purdue
.edu/NE

Rensselaer
Polytechnic
Institute

https://www.rpi.edu/dept/
ne/public_html/index.html

Texas A&M
University

https://engineering.tamu.e
du/nuclear/index.html

The Ohio State
University

https://mae.osu.edu/about
/nuclear-engineering

UC Berkeley

https://nuc.berkeley.edu/

United States
Military Academy

https://www.westpoint.ed
u/academics/academicdepartments/physics-andnuclearengineering/nuclearengineering

University of Florida

https://mse.ufl.edu/nucen
g/

University of Idaho

https://www.uidaho.edu/e
ngr/departments/neim/de
grees

University of Illinois
at UrbanaChampaign
University of
Michigan

https://npre.illinois.edu/ab
out/fact-sheet
https://ners.engin.umich.e
du/

Possible NCS Courses or
Certificates - Link

https://www.ne.ncsu.edu/
academics/graduateprograms/#certificatenuclear-engineering
https://www.nuce.psu.edu
/students/graduate/phd.as
px

https://engineering.tamu.e
du/nuclear/academics/deg
rees/graduate/index.html

NCS POC

NCS POC Email

Ayodeji B. Alajo,
Interim Chair

alajoa@mst.edu

Brian Woods, Head
Professor
Jean Paul Allain,
Professor and
Department Head
Seungjin Kim,
Department Head

Brian.Woods@oregonstat
e.edu
allain@psu.edu

Yaron Danon,
Nuclear Engineering
Program Director

danony@rpi.edu

Michael Nastasi

nuen-dh@tamu.edu

seungjin@purdue.edu

nuclear@osu.edu
Peter Hosemann,
Professor and Chair

peterh@berkeley.edu

https://catalog.uidaho.edu
/colleges-relatedunits/engineering/nuclearengineering-and-industrialtechnology/nuclearcriticality-safety-graduateacademic-certificate/

Indrajit Charit,
Professor,
Department Chair

icharit@uidaho.edu

https://bulletin.engin.umic
h.edu/courses/ners/

Todd Allen,
Professor,
Department Chair

traumich@umich.edu

University

NE Program

Possible NCS Courses or
Certificates - Link

NCS POC

NCS POC Email

University of
Nevada, Las Vegas

https://www.unlv.edu/deg
ree/ms-materials-nuclearengineering

https://www.unlv.edu/cert
ificate/nuclear-criticalitysafety

Hui Zhao, Professor,
Graduate
Coordinator

hui.zhao@unlv.edu

University of New
Mexico
University of
Pittsburgh

http://ne.unm.edu/

https://ne.unm.edu/gradua
te/program/index.html

Christopher
Perfetti,
Heng Ban, Professor

cperfetti@unm.edu

https://www.sc.edu/study/
colleges_schools/engineeri
ng_and_computing/interna
l/documents/graduate_res
ources/2021-2022_me.pdf

Tanvir Farouk,
Graduate Advisor

farouk@cec.sc.edu

Wesley Hines,
Postelle Professor,
Chancellor's
Professor, and Head
Donald Siegel,
Professor and
Department Chair

jhines2@utk.edu

University of South
Carolina

https://engineering.pitt.ed
u/programs/nuclear/nuclea
r/
https://www.sc.edu/study/
majors_and_degrees/nucle
ar_engineering.php

heng.ban@pitt.edu

University of
Tennessee

https://ne.utk.edu/

University of Texas

http://nuclear.engr.utexas.
edu/

University of Utah

https://www.civil.utah.edu
/graduate-nuclearengineering/

Michael Barber,
Professor and
Department Chair

barber@civil.utah.edu

University of
Wisconsin-Madison

https://engineering.wisc.ed
u/programs/degrees/nucle
ar-engineering-bs/

Paul P.H. Wilson,
Professor,
Department Chair

paul.wilson@wisc.edu

http://nuclear.engr.utexas.
edu/currentstudents/courses

donald.siegel@austin.ute
xas.edu

Training and Education
April and June Criticality Safety Officer and Manager 1-week NCS Hands-on
Training Courses
The NCSP successfully conducted two 1-week Nuclear Criticality Safety courses for Criticality
Safety Officers (CSO) and Managers this fiscal year at Sandia National Laboratories (April
2022) and the National Criticality Experiments Research Center (June 2022). There were 11
students present at each of courses and all successfully completed the course. The April 2022
course was the course pilot for the CSO/Manager course at Sandia and was led by Gary
Harms and David Ames. The June 2022 course at NCERC was the second time the
CSO/Manager course was taught for the NCSP. These courses were developed based on
recommendations made by the Criticality Safety Support Group in tasking report 2018-01:
https://ncsp.llnl.gov/sites/ncsp/files/2021-10/tasking_2018-01_final_asc.pdf. The course
attendees were for the 2022 courses were evenly split with 11 students attending the course at
Sandia or NCERC. The affiliations for the 2022 CSO/Manager course are included in the figure
below.
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Students participating in the April Sandia course.

Two-week Practitioner Course Dates:
•
•
•

Aug 8–12, 2022
January 23 – February 3, 2023
August 7 – 18, 2023

Registration is open (courses to be held in person)
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The first week (lectures and workshops) will held at the National Atomic Testing Museum
(NATM) while the second week (hands-on portion) will be held at the National Criticality
Experiments Research Center (NCERC) and Sandia National Laboratories. The courses are
designed to meet the ANSI/ANS-8.26, "Criticality Safety Engineer Training and Qualification
Program," requirement for hands-on experimental training. The NATM portion of the course
involves virtual classroom lectures and workshops for NCS Evaluation development and the
NCERC and SNL portions of the course involve hands-on experiments with the critical
assemblies. MSTS, LANL, ORNL, LLNL, SNL, Y12 and NFO staff participate in the course
execution.

One-week Manager’s Course Dates:
•
•

Sandia Manager Course – April 3 – 7, 2023
NCERC Manager Course – June 5-9, 2023

Registration is open (courses to be held in person)
The courses are designed for fissile material handlers, process supervisors, line managers and
regulators with criticality safety responsibilities. Mission Support and Test Services (MSTS),
LANL, ORNL, LLNL, SNL, Y12 and Nuclear Facility Operator (NFO) staff participate in the
course execution.

MCNP® Courses
Class Information: https://mcnp.lanl.gov/classes/classinformation.shtml
Fees and Registration Information:
https://laws.lanl.gov/vhosts/mcnp.lanl.gov/classes/CostsRegistrationInfo.shtml
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Jun 20 – 23, 2022

Criticality Calculations with MCNP6 (online)

Aug 22 – 26, 2022

Introduction to MCNP6 (online)

Aug 29 – 31, 2022

Using NJOY to Create MCNP ACE Files (online)

Sep 12 – 16, 2022

Practical MCNP for the Health Physicist, Radiological Engineer,
and Medical Physicist (online)

Oct 3 – 7, 2022

Intermediate MCNP6 (online)

Oct 24 – 28, 2022

Introduction to MCNP6 (online)

Dec 5 – 7, 2022

Variance Reduction with MCNP6 (online)

MCNP® 2022 User Symposium
The 2022 MCNP® User Symposium (hosted by Los Alamos National Laboratory) will be held
during the week of October 17 as a hybrid event. The in-person option will take place at the
J.R. Oppenheimer Center while the virtual option will use the Cvent platform. We have
distributed a first announcement and plan on a second announcement to include more
information on registration and abstract submission soon. If you have suggestions, please
email to mcnp2022@lanl.gov. The symposium website is available (but only with limited
content at this time) at www.lanl.gov/mcnp2022.

6th Annual SCALE Users’ Group Workshop – April 27 – 29, 2022
The 6th annual SCALE Users' Group Workshop (https://scalemeetings.ornl.gov/) was
successfully held as a hybrid event, April 27–29, 2022. A total of 165 participants from 90
organizations in 26 countries attended the meeting, with 132 of them external to ORNL (see
Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Summary of participation (165 total attendees).
The meeting included 30 presentations and 12 hands-on tutorials on impactful and innovative
applications of SCALE. The topics of interest addressed status of research and development in
nuclear data, criticality safety, radiation shielding, and reactor physics. This year a Special
Session of invited talks was organized and included speakers from the Universidad Politécnica
de Madrid (Spain), US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, National Cooperative for the Disposal
of Radioactive Waste (Switzerland), and BWX Technologies. The speakers provided
presentations on how SCALE was used in their organizations. The top three winners for the
“Best SCALE Model Contest” are Rike Bostelmann (ORNL), Georgeta Radulescu (ORNL), and
Hafssa Ziani (Abdelmalek Essaadi University). The first-place model is illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Winner of Best SCALE Model contest
All technical and tutorial presentations made at this meeting are publicly available on the
SCALE website under https://www.ornl.gov/content/2022-scale-users-group-workshop and on
the meeting website at https://scalemeetings.ornl.gov/previous-workshops/.

SCALE Fall Courses
The next training block will be held in person at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, October 2022.
There will be no virtual or hybrid option for the courses. The courses will be held Monday–
Thursday, 8:00 am–5:00 pm and Friday, 8:00 am–12:00 pm ET.
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October 3–7

SCALE/ORIGEN Standalone Fuel Depletion, Activation, and Source
Term Analysis

October 10–14

SCALE Modeling and Simulation for Nuclide Inventory and Decay
Heat in LWR Spent Nuclear Fuel

October 17–21

Source Terms for Advanced Reactor Spent Fuel Applications

October 24–28

SCALE Criticality Safety Calculations

